STRATEGY, TACTICS AND OBJECTIVES
Staff at the War Office, of employing "oblique" stereoscopic
photographs in pairs.
Above and beyond the actual topographical mapping, there
was a definite expectation that by a close examination of the
obliquely-taken as well as of the vertical photographs, geolo-
gists and physiographical experts could add to scientific know-
ledge. Steps were likewise taken to secure infra-red photographs
as well as to investigate the aerodynamic stresses to which the
aircraft might be subjected, by records from the accelerometer,
an admirable instrument produced by the scientific experts of
the Air Ministry.
Again, die first of Messrs. Henry Hughes* liquid dip needles
was taken, with a view to experimental investigations of the
earth's magnetism in the vicinity of the Himalayan masses.
Also, almost unnecessary to relate, each aeroplane was to
carry either a recording barograph or a Jaumotte meteorgraph
giving an automatic record on a thin sheet of smoke blacked
aluminium of the minute to minute changes in barometric
pressures and in temperatures, to which the aircraft would be
subjected during the stresses of their climb.
So much for the objects and the objectives. Mount Everest
stood before the venturers, inviolate to man's attacks, whether
by sap or by assault, for sixty-seven years. Many human lives
had been spent in forging link after link in the long chain of
human endeavour, while near by the summit, or even perhaps
on it, lay the remains of the indomitable Mallory and Irvine.
But besides the more tangible objectives to be attained for
science, there was the vital one of bringing home to the world
the supremacy of British aircraft and engines. The flights would
be a test not only of mere climbing power, but of airworthiness
and real structural strength.
There might, too, be an econonfc as well as scientific value
in the achievement. The air is the ocean which comes up to
every man's door. The services of distribution cannot for ever
confine themselves to land and water to the neglect of the air.
Transport aircraft must cross either seas or deserts or else
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